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Introduction
• Future role of long-term contracts in energy sectors intensively debated
• Changing structure of natural gas markets:
– Globalization
– Downstream restructuring
– Long-term contracts increasingly accompanied by short-term agreements

• Liquefied natural gas (LNG) industry:
– Very dynamic market
– Changing contract structures
– Value chain:

Paper Related to Existing Literature
Selected empirical studies on LTCs in the energy sector [selected results]
•

Joskow (1985, 1987): Longer contracts in the presence of specific investments

•

Crocker/Masten (1988): Confirm trade-off between costs of repeated bargaining in
presence of specific investments and hazard of being bound in inflexible agreement

•

Saussier (1999, 2000): CD (resp. completeness) increases with level of quasi rents
at stake and decreases with level of uncertainty

•

Kerkvliet/Shogren (2001): CD decreases with rising trading experience

•

Neuhoff/Hirschhausen (2005): LTCs diminish in importance with increasing
downstream competition

•

Hirschhausen/Neumann (2008): CD decreases as market structure evolves to more
competitive regimes

This paper
•

Empirical assessment of LNG supply contracts’ optimal contract duration
 Trade-off between the minimization of transaction costs due to repeated bilateral
bargaining and the risk of being bound in an inflexible agreement

•

Adds to discussion an analysis of different dimensions of transaction frequency and
their impact on governance choice

Theoretical Framework I
Optimal Contract Duration: A Trade-Off
Trade-off between the costs of repeated negotiation and the hazard of being
bound to an inflexible agreement:
• Optimal CD τ * equates marginal costs MC and marginal benefits MB of
contracting
• MC of being bound in the contract depend mainly on the level of uncertainty u
and increase with CD
• MB of avoiding repeated negotiation depend mainly on the level of specific
investments s and decrease with CD
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Working Hypothesis
• Proposition 1a: Contract duration increases with the level of
investments in idiosyncratic assets in order to avoid repeated
bilateral bargaining and mitigate the vulnerability to ex-post holdup.
• Proposition 1b: Higher environmental uncertainty reduces contract
duration in order to minimize the risk of being bound by a long-term
commitment that no longer reflects market realities.

Theoretical Framework II
Hypotheses on the Impact of Transaction Frequency

High frequency may lead to more “firm-like” governance forms:
• TCE argues that transaction costs increase with transaction
frequency f due to repeated bargaining and the repeated hazard of
opportunistic behavior
• Williamson (1985): High frequency results furthermore in a greater
potential for internal specialization and for exploiting scale economies
High frequency may lead to more “market-like” governance forms:
• Decreasing transaction costs due to learning processes, developing
routines and reputational effects (e.g. Milgrom/Roberts, 1992;
Langlois, 1992; Garvey, 1995)

Theoretical Framework II
Hypotheses on the Impact of Transaction Frequency

These are complementary perspectives:
 Within the relationship versus between the trading partners:
•With increasing ‘within frequency’ (fw)
the benefits of contracting will rise due to
the repeated hazard of opportunistic
bargaining
•With increasing ‘between frequency’ (fb)
the benefits of contracting will fall due to
lower ex-ante as well as ex-post
transaction costs

τ * = γ 0 + γ 1 s − γ 2 u + γ 3 fw − γ 4 fb + ε

Working Hypothesis
• Proposition 1a: Contract duration increases with the level of
investments in idiosyncratic assets in order to avoid repeated
bilateral bargaining and mitigate the vulnerability to ex-post holdup.
• Proposition 1b: Higher environmental uncertainty reduces contract
duration in order to minimize the risk of being bound by a long-term
commitment that no longer reflects market realities.
• Proposition 2a: Contract duration increases with the level of
frequency of the transactions within the trading relationship in order
to avoid the repeated hazard of post-contractual opportunism by the
non-investing party.
• Proposition 2b: Contract duration decreases with the frequency of
transactions between the same trading partners due to learning and
reputational effects.

Dataset
Global dataset, compiled from various publicly available information
• Unit of analysis: LNG supply contract concluded between upstream
seller and downstream buyer (261 observations)
• Transactions are defined as cargo deliveries of LNG


Exogenous Variables

Methodology
• Contract duration as dependent variable:

• However, contracted volume and CD are determined simultaneously,
therefore we estimate the model applying two-stage least squares
(2SLS)

Estimation Results
• The more important
the respective contract
to the import terminal
the longer CD
• CD decreases with the
risk of being bound by
an agreement that no
longer reflects the
actual market situation
with respect to prices
• CD has decreased
over time
• No statistical
significant impact of
VOL
• CD decreases with
bilateral trading
experience

Predicted Values
• Error terms do not follow a random scatter but rather depend on the
observed contract duration
 Non-observable factors
 Contract provisions play an important role in real-world contracts
 Players often contract for a portfolio of supply agreements including
large-scale LTCs and more flexible shorter-term contracts

Conclusions
• This paper provides an empirical study investigating the optimal
contract duration of LNG supply contracts
– Presence of high dedicated asset specificity results in longer contracts
– Increasing need for flexibility in today’s “2nd generation” LNG industry
reduces contract duration
– “Within” versus “between” perspective concerning transaction frequency

• Limitations (i.e. challenges for future research):
– Ambiguous and non-significant results for uncertainty variables 
external uncertainty should be split into different components
– Contractual provisions interact, but: very limited data availability 
simultaneous choice of contract provisions should be investigated
– Test of reduced form equations only
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